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Abstract: Quality of Service (QoS) is the ability of network elements (e.g. application, host and
router) to provide some level of assurance for consistent network data delivery. Within a few past
decades, QoS is certainly not supported over the IP-based networks. The Internet Protocol offers Best-
Effort services to its applications, i.e. there is no QoS commitment offered. Obviously, in this service,
the network makes its best attempt to deliver the packets to their destinations but with no guarantees
and no special resources allocated for any of the packets. The forwarding of packets is completely
equal. That means all packets receive the same Quality of Service. The same case scenario happens
with the standard MIPv6 except that it was designed to allow nodes to be reachable and maintain
ongoing connections while changing their location within the topology. The Best-Effort service works
fine with the conventional Internet applications (non real-time applications) such as remote login,
electronic mail and file transfer. In contrary, real-time applications like video telephony and virtual
conferencing require QoS guarantee in lieu of the Best-Effort delivery. As a result, Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed three major models to support QoS in the Internet
namely, IntServ, DiffServ and MPLS. Unfortunately, these QoS models were initially designed without
mobility in-mind. Hence, they are not fully adapted to mobile environments yet. Integrating QoS with
mobility support seems to be needed to fulfill the necessity of users. This paper aims to propose an
efficient scheme to enhance QoS in the mobile IPv6 networks. The proposed scheme (DiffServ-
MIPv6) was evaluated using the analytical analysis approach in order to generate the signaling cost.
The signaling cost has been investigated to assess the performance of the proposed scheme compared
to the standard Mobile IPv6 which was proposed by IETF.
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INTRODUCTION

Before explaining the main Internet Quality of Service architectures briefly, it would be useful to give
some definitions of the term QoS. Quality of Service (QoS) is fuzzy term that could be characterized in more
than one way. Obviously, it may include a number of attributes. It is a combination of two quite ambiguous
words: Quality and Service. These words used to be interpreted in so many ways. The term service is defined
by the overall performance that a customer’s traffic receives within the network. Common to all the attributes,
a quality service has a superior performance compare to the expected default service. Quality is often used to
describe a superior performance in terms of probability of data loss, minimal network delay, minimal jitter and
efficient use of network resources, whereas in another sense quality can be considered synonymous with
reliability and predictability of the service(Ferguson, P. and G. Huston, 1998).

Widespread use of real-time applications in mobile environment has lead to the need for Quality of Service
(QoS) support. There are four main performance metrics or criteria for the network that supports real time
applications. They commonly use to measure and request QoS. Those are illustrated as follows:

Bandwidth: 
The maximum data transfer rate that can be sustained between two end points of the network is defined

as the bandwidth of the network link. It also can be defined as the average number of bits per second that can
travel successfully through the network.
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End-to-end Delay: 
The average time (elapsed time) takes for a packet to traverse the network domains from a sending device

to a receiving device at the destination.

Delay Variation (Jitter): 
The variation in end-to-end transient delay of sequentially transmitted packets is known as the jitter or

often referred to as delay variation.

Packet Loss: 
The percent of transmitted packets that never reaches to the intended destination. In other words, it is the

ratio of dropped packets to the total number of packets.
Integrated Services (RFC 1633, 1994) is a QoS mechanism proposed by the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF). This type of architecture is based on per-flow resource reservation. It is assumed that the
resources must be explicitly managed in order to meet application requirements. The IntServ architecture
proposes two classes of service, guaranteed service and controlled-load service. By mid-1997 service providers
felt that IntServ was not ready for large-scale deployment. Thus, due to the problems encountered in
implementing and deploying the IntServ/RSVP architecture, another QoS mechanism known as Differentiated
Services (RFC 2475, 1998) was proposed. It gives scalable service discrimination without the need of per-flow
state and signaling at every hop or router as in IntServ (Kumsierek, E., 2002). The DiffServ architecture
achieves its scaling properties by defining a small number of different packet forwarding treatments known
as Per-Hop Behaviors (PHB). The DiffServ architecture also proposes two classes of service like IntServ,
Assured Forwarding (AF) and Expedited Forwarding (EF). Finally, the Multi-Protocol Label Switching (RFC
3031, 2001) is specified by the IETF mainly to be used in combination with the DiffServ concept. It is an
advanced forwarding scheme that extends routing with respect to packet forwarding and path controlling.
Moreover, it provides per-flow guarantees but it faces some complexity problems since MPLS domain routers
have to run different routing algorithms to find the best QoS paths (Giordano, S., 2003). The positions of
Integrated Services/RSVP, Differentiated Service and MPLS in the network layers are depicted below in Figure
(1).

Fig. 1: The location of QoS models.

Among those QoS models that were proposed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), DiffServ has
been chosen and preferred to be integrated with mobility approach due to several reasons:  In addition to its
simplicity and scalability advantages, the use of RSVP as a signalling protocol rises several issues including
signalling overhead and setup delays on roaming events (Mitzel, D., 2000). As the IP tunnel used by the MN
is implemented by an IP-in-IP encapsulation scheme, routers inside an IP tunnel used in Mobile IP are not
capable of recognising RSVP signalling messages (i.e. PATH and RESV messages). Although, the tunnelling
of packets reduces the packet loss, it places a burden on routers and entails extra signalling and retention of
state in the routers. The complexity in DiffServ domain is pushed out to the edge routers where the traffic
classification and conditioning would take a place. In contrary, the core routers are maintained as simple as
possible to reduce the burden and achieving better scalability. Moreover, when DiffServ is used in conjunction
with Mobile IP the lack of dynamic configuration is occurred. To overcome this issue, DiffServ introduces
Bandwidth Broker (BB) which can support dynamic renegotiations by allowing BBs to negotiate SLAs with
different ISPs. Thus the DiffServ could be scalability supportive in mobile environment. Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) model faces some complexity problems since the routers in MPLS domain have to run
different routing algorithms for finding the best QoS paths. Configuring switched tables in MPLS can be quite
complex, which leads to scalability problems. Furthermore, the characteristics of the wireless LAN environment
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exclude any tight bounds on performance measures. For instance, it would be useless to reserve sufficient
resources via RSVP to guarantee a worst case delay for a high priority flow, if the delay on the wireless link
cannot be guaranteed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed scheme (DiffServ-MIPv6).
Section 3 discusses the performance evaluation. Finally, the conclusion and future works are given in Section
4.

The Proposed Scheme:
The mechanism of the proposed scheme (DiffServ-MIPv6) aims to exploit and utilize the basic building

blocks in DiffServ model such as traffic classifier and marker to enforce priority to a particularly signal
message in the standard MIPv6 protocol and then constrains the traffic accordingly. Therefore, this will expect
to minimize the packet losses as well as reduce handover latency in the proposed schemes.

The topology depicted in Figure (2) represents the proposed architecture that it is based on an IPv6
network with mobility support and DiffServ model supported in the Core Network to offer privilege QoS
guaranteed service. Where, ER is Edge Router at ingress/egress of the network, CR is Core Router in the
backbone network, CN is the Correspondent Node (it is considered to be a stationary node), MN is the Mobile
IPv6 Node and BB is the Bandwidth Broker to optimize the existing resources. In addition, the Access Router
(AR) is connected to one or more Base Stations (BS) to provide connectivity to Mobile IPv6 nodes. It is also
responsible for resource co-ordination for Base Stations to which it is attached. For the sake of simplicity, it
is assumed that the (ARi) supports functionality of the ingress Edge Routers.  

Fig. 2: DiffServ support within Mobile IPv6 Network.

More details about the proposed scheme operations, handover procedure and challenge, were introduced
previously in this research work (Loay F. Hussien, 2011). The proposed scheme is built on significant design
consideration which can be divided into QoS requirements and the some design assumptions.

QoS Requirements:
In the Internet there are two transport protocols available to applications, Unreliable Datagram Protocol

(UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Generally, the Internet provides variety types of applications
support. When Internet application developer creates a new network application to the Internet, one of the main
decisions to be taken is whether to use UDP or TCP. Each of these protocols offers a different set of services
to invoke applications. Application such as e-mail, remote terminal access, the web and file transfer use TCP
protocol. This is because TCP provides a reliable data transfer service. It guarantees that all data will
eventually get to its destination in the correct order and any packet with errors will be retransmitted. While
application like Internet telephony typically runs over UDP. Each side of an Internet phone application needs
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to send data across the network at some minimum rate. This is more likely to be possible with UDP than with
TCP. Also, Internet phone applications are loss-tolerant, so they do not need the reliable data transfer service
provided by TCP. Table (1) shows the service requirements for some selected application (James F. Kurose,
2008).

Table 1: The service requirements for some selected application
Application Data Loss Bandwidth Time-sensitive
File transfer No loss Elastic No (could be mins/hours)
E-mail No loss Elastic No (could be mins/hours)
Web documents No loss Elastic (few Kbps) No (could be mins/hours)
Internet telephone/
Video conferencing Loss-tolerant Audio: few Kbps-1Mbps
Video: 10 Kbps-5 Mbps Yes: 100s of msec
Stored audio/ video Loss-tolerant Same as above Yes: few seconds
Max delay: up to 10s
Max jetter:1 ms
Interactive games Loss-tolerant Few Kbps-10Kbps Yes:100s of msec
Instant messaging No loss Elastic Yes and No

The Design Assumption
The design of the proposed scheme is based on some significant assumptions that will be discussed in

these sub-sections. 

Bandwidth Broker:
The Bandwidth Broker (BB) has been introduced to add intelligence to the DiffServ and optimize the

existing resources. It is needed because DiffServ cannot provide QoS to end-user flows by itself due to the
fact that there is no per-flow reservation of resources or admission control (RFC 2638, 1999). The proposed
scheme assumes the use of (BB) to manage the resources (e.g. allocating and controlling the bandwidth) within
DiffServ domain. To be precise, it is controlling the network load and (accepting or rejecting) bandwidth
requests. The admission control in DiffServ is in much more implicit way, unlike the IntServ that uses an
explicit admission connection setup mechanism to request resources from the network (i.e. all routers have to
implement admission control and resource reservation). DiffServ uses two possible approaches. The first one
is to use the ER to act as admission control agent, while another one is to have an agent for each domain
called a bandwidth broker (BB) to manage and monitor the network resource.  

BB-based models are often used in conjunction with DiffServ, i.e. the two technologies are complementary:
DiffServ provides a scalable model for data plane QoS functions, such as edge traffic conditioning and packet
classification and scheduling. On the other hand BBs perform QoS signaling, flow admission control and
resource management. These are the control plane functions which are missing in DiffServ (Ch. Bouras and
K. Stamos, 2007). 

For the requests that span multiple domains (inter-domain requests), the Bandwidth Broker has to
communicate with other Bandwidth Brokers in the adjacent domains that are traversed by the requested flow.
Bandwidth Brokers only need to establish relationships of limited trust with their peers in adjacent domains,
unlike schemes that require the setting of flow specifications in routers throughout an end-to-end path.
Therefore, the Bandwidth Broker architecture makes it possible to keep state on an administrative domain basis
rather than at every router. DiffServ architecture confines per flow state only to the leaf routers.

The functional decomposition of a bandwidth broker is shown in Fig (3). It has a user interface that
provides a mechanism by which the user can request resources. The BB uses Intra-domain Interactions to
configure the edge routers, while the peering BBs have Inter-domain Interactions to request resources and make
admission control decisions to enable end-to-end flow of traffic. A routing table is maintained to access inter-
domain routing information before allocating the resources. A database is used to store information about all
the BBs parameters such as SLAs, current reservations, configuration of routers, DSCP mapping and policy
information (Ananthanarayanan, 2004).

IPv6 Packet Header Format:
An IPv6 packet is a block of data that contains header and payload. The header is the information

necessary to deliver the packet to a destination address, whilst the payload is the actual data that the users
want to deliver.

The IPv6 specification is defined in (RFC 2460, 1998). The specification includes the header format,
extension  headers  and  their processing rules. A new format in IPv6 introduces the concept of an extension
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Fig. 3: Functional decomposition of bandwidth broker (Ananthanarayanan, 2004).

header, allowing greater flexibility to support optional features as illustrated in figure (4). In IPv4, the header
size is not fixed and depends on the number of options inside it, whereas IPv6 has a fixed header size (40
byes) and extension headers for any additional options used by any hosts or routers receiving the IPv6 packets.
Therefore, IPv6 header contains the minimum amount of information necessary for two nodes to communicate. 

Mobile IPv6 introduces a new IPv6 extension header known as Mobility Header (MH). The Mobility
Header is used to carry all Mobile IPv6 messages (RFC 3775, 2004). Binding Update (BU) message is one
of several Mobile IPv6 messages that are encoded as options in Mobility Header.

Fig. 4: TC byte in IPv6 fixed header.

When the Binding Update (BU) is included in the Mobility Header, the field MH type in the binding
update message format is set to 5 as shown in Figure (5).

Fig. 5: The binding update message format in the IPv6 header.

IPv4 and IPv6 packet header have one byte identified by the TOS (Type of Service) and Traffic Class
(TC) field respectively. In DiffServ context, those fields are replaced by the DS-Field. The coded value in
DiffServ model is referred to as the DS Code Points (DSCP) as depicted in Figure (6). Six bits of the DS field
are used as a codepoint (DSCP) to select the PHB for packet experiences at each node. These bits are assigned 
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Fig. 6: Differentiated service codepoint (RFC 2474, 1998).

with codepoint “101110” to send the BU message with high priority in the proposed scheme. In addition to
a two-bit currently unused (CU) field is reserved for future use (RFC., 1999). The value of the CU bits is
ignored by differentiated services-compliant nodes when determining the per-hop behavior to apply to a
received packet.

Fairness:
Fairness is one of the main important services that the next generation Internet should be taken it into

account. The fairness is an intuitively desirable properly in the allocation of the bandwidth on a link that
shared with multiple flows of traffic. An unfairness problem of aggregate flows affects the traffic classes. This
can cause unfair bandwidth allocations (or differentiation) in a packet marking mechanism such that an
individual flow cannot be assured of reserved bandwidth and fair proportion of the spare bandwidth (Mohamad,
K., 2003). The proposed scheme assumes the used of strict Priority Queue (PRI) scheduling algorithm at edge
routers (ingress/ egress) to provide acceptable fairness among the services that offered by DiffServ for real-time
applications that are  running on mobile terminals in MIPv6 environment.

Correspondent Node:
The Correspondent Node (CN) is a node that communicates with the mobile. The proposed scheme

considers that CN is stationary node avoiding simultaneous mobility that might happen in the framework. The
simultaneous mobility is the case when both communicating hosts (i.e. MN and its CN) are mobile nodes and
they are moving in the same time. Simultaneous mobility problem is an urgent problem currently. The problem
of simultaneous mobility leads to the interruption of communication that will cause messages lost in the return
routability procedure. In more details, route optimization-related signaling in the binding update phase, such
as home test init message (HoTI) and care-of test init message (CoTI) (Johnson, D., 2004) are sent to the old
IP address, which is resulted in route optimization messages lost. This is referred to as simultaneous mobility
problem. Such a problem would lead to the failure of correspondent registration. In brief, it may cause
communications between the MNs to break or even can’t be resumed, which will impact the normal function
of the network.

Traffic Policy Mechanism:
If a mobile node connects to DiffServ domain, it will be subjected to the same policing as done for the

static nodes. The proposed scheme exploits the existing of DiffServ at the core of the network and hires the
Edge Router (ER) with the responsibility of traffic classification and traffic conditioning as well. The traffic
conditioner performs traffic-policing functions to enforce the Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA) between
the users and service providers. It consists of four basic elements: meter, marker, shaper and dropper.

The Profile Information Stored Up In Every New Ingress Access Router:
The proposed scheme supposes that every new access routers are likely possessed some information related

to mobile nodes attached to their links in order to provide the same services to the MN when it moved to
another subnet. Apparently, it would be very useful if the old AR could transfer this information to the new
AR when it knows that the mobile node has moved. This knowledge is gained upon the reception of a binding
update requesting that traffic be redirected to a new location. Therefore, if the MN moves from Access Router
to another, it won’t need to inform the new AR about all of its current state of service. Otherwise, this action
adds further delays and likely disrupts ongoing connections.
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Performance Evaluation:
This section introduces another method for the evaluation which is the analytical analysis. The proposed

scheme (DiffServ-MIPv6) was evaluated using the analytical analysis approach in order to generate the
signaling cost. The signaling cost has been investigated to assess the performance of the proposed scheme
compared to the standard Mobile IPv6 (which was proposed by IETF) for benchmarking. It is assumed that
the CN generates data packets destined to MN at mean rate (λp), and the MN moves from one Access Router
(or subnet) to other at mean rate (μ). Packet to Mobility Ratio (PMR) is defined as the number of packets
received by the MN from the CN per movement. It has the symbol (P) (Jain, R., 1998)

The PMR is given by:

P = λp /μ   (1)

The cost for transmitting data packet is η times greater than the control packet.
Here η is the ratio of:

η = l d / l c   (2)

Where, the parameter (ld) is the average length of a data packet and (lc) is the average length of a control
packet (e.g. ICMPv6). The average processing cost for control packets at HA/CN are assumed to be PCHA and
PCCN respectively, while PCE is the Edge Router (ER)’s processing cost. PCE is assumed to be 2 times greater
than the PCCN because the edge router has not only forward the packets but also manages the MN’s service
profile and marks the packets (Kim, J., Y. Mun, 2003). Ctotal is the total signaling cost; which equal to location
update cost and packet delivery cost.

Ctotal = CLU + CPD   (3)

CPD is the packet delivery cost and CLU is the location update cost. There are two types of location update
signaling. One happens when an MN is crossing subnet and the other occurs when the binding is about to
expire. To differentiate between them, the former refers to the binding update (BU) message and the latter
refers to the binding refresh (BR) message (Makaya, C. and S. Pierre, 2008).Thus, the total signaling cost Ctotal

could be rewritten and calculated as the sum of the binding update cost CBU binding refresh cost CBR and
packet delivery cost CPD. So, equation (3) could be written as:

Ctotal = CBU + CBR+CPD   (4)

The network topology that is used for analyzing the signaling cost is shown below:
The mobile node cannot receive any IP packets on its new point of attachment until the handover is

completed. This period of time is known as handover latency. Usually, the handover procedure in MIPv6 is
been affected by the latency that occurs in two layers: Network layer L3 handover and Link layer L2
handover. L2 latency takes place when a MN detects the decrease of Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) of its attached Access Point (Bj Guozhi, 2007). So, it scans the currently available access points and
chooses the best one to connect to. Similar to the standard MIPv6, the signaling cost required for authentication
and L2 handover is ignored in this analysis. Namely, in this analysis we are focusing on L3 handover latency.
Whereas L2 latency was ignored because its signaling cost is same as MIPv6 and it won’t be any change
happen in the proposed scheme.

According to investigation that could be done to study all of the binding update cost, binding refresh cost
and packet delivery cost, the performance analysis of (DiffServ-MIPv6) and standard MIPv6 protocols would
be determined easily.
Thus, the total signaling cost of MIPv6 can be deduced as follows:

        =        +        +       (5)
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Fig. 7: The network topology used for the analysis.

Where,
the total signaling cost for the standard MIPv6 is         the Binding Update cost for the standard MIPv6 is 

M
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       , the Binding refresh cost for the standard MIPv6 is         , and  the  packet  delivery cost  for the 
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standard MIPv6 is        .
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Similarly, the total signaling cost for (DiffServ-MIPv6) can be represented as follows: 
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Where,
the total signaling cost for the proposed sche me (DiffServ-MIPv6) is         , the Binding Update cost for 

DM

TOTC
the proposed scheme is         , the Binding refresh cost for the proposed scheme is        , and the packet 

DM

BUC
DM

BRC
delivery cost for the proposed scheme is        . The signaling  cost could  be evaluated against, session-to-

DM

PDC
mobility ratio, binding lifetime period, packet arrival rate and wireless link delay as performance metrics.

Conclusion:
This paper has proposed a new scheme (DiffServ-MIPv6) to provide Quality of Service in mobile IPv6

networks. It also explores the design consideration and its significance. DiffServ is adopted to overcome the
issue of the binding update loss. The proposed scheme is aimed to reduce service disruption during MIPv6
handover. Preliminary equations have been derived to investigate the signaling cost for the proposed scheme
compared to the standard MIPv6. For the future work certain parameters (such as session-to-mobility ratio,
binding lifetime period, packet arrival rate and wireless link delay) are still undertaking to provide more
numerical results.
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